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Abstract
To limit the computational cost, bottom-up long-term (LT) energy-system planning models typically have
a stylized temporal representation and do not consider techno-economic operational constraints of power
plants. Both these simplifications have been shown to have a significant impact on the results. However,
increasing the level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail will result in an increased compu-
tational cost. In this regard, the first goal of this work is to quantify which of these simplifications has the
highest impact on the results, and should therefore be prioritized for improving. To do so, the impact of both
the low level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail are quantified for a varying penetration
of intermittent renewable energy sources (IRES). For a high penetration of IRES, the gains obtained by
improving the temporal representation are shown to outweigh the gains obtained by incorporating detailed
techno-economic operational constraints. Therefore, improving the temporal representation is suggested to
be prioritized. The second goal of this paper is to identify opportunities for model improvements. Different
approaches to improve the temporal dimension are proposed. While the focus in the literature lies primarily
on the impact of the temporal resolution, this work more fundamentally considers and assesses different ap-
proaches of dealing with the temporal dimension. Using a different approach of defining the time segments
to explicitly account for IRES variability is found to lead to a higher accuracy than can be obtained by
simply increasing the temporal resolution, while requiring a lower number of time segments. Moreover, a
temporal representation based on selecting a set of representative days can achieve an even higher accuracy,
albeit requiring a higher number of time slices. An additional advantage of using representative days is that
chronology is retained such that the impact of short-term dynamic fluctuations of IRES can be accounted
for.
Keywords: Energy system planning, integration of renewable energy sources, TIMES, temporal
resolution, operational constraints, power systems
1. Introduction
Bottom-up, long-term (LT) energy system planning models are frequently used to analyze pathways for
the transition of (parts of) the energy system and to deduce policy advice. In this category of models, popular
examples are, amongst others, MARKAL/TIMES, PRIMES, EnergyPLAN, IKARUS and PERSEUS [1].
In recent years, multiple studies have analyzed scenarios for the evolution towards a sustainable energy5
system, either focusing on the feasibility of realizing ambitious targets for renewable energy or the reduction
of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (e.g., [2, 3, 4]), the role of specific technologies (e.g., [5],[6]) or the role
of policy instruments (e.g., [7]) on the transition pathway.
To decarbonize the energy system, the share of renewable generation is expected to increase significantly,
especially in the electricity sector [8]. Some of these renewable energy sources, such as wind energy and solar10
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photovoltaic (PV) energy, have an intermittent character, i.e., they are highly variable and have a limited
predictability. Due to these characteristics, a large penetration of intermittent renewable energy sources
(IRES) can have a significant impact on the operation of the electric power system. First, the variability
of IRES generation increases the need for cycling of dispatchable power plants (i.e., changing the electric
power output by ramping up/down or by switching on/off) [9, 10, 11]. Second, sufficient back-up capacity15
is needed to deal with periods in which IRES output is low. Third, the limited predictability of IRES
generation leads to an increased demand for operating reserves [12, 13].
Long-term energy system planning models typically use a stylized temporal representation (i.e., a year
is typically represented by 1-12 so-called ”time slices”). Furthermore, these models typically operate at a
technology-type level, rather than considering individual power plants and corresponding technical load-20
following constraints and cycling costs. This level of detail has so far been reserved for operational models
(i.e., unit-commitment (UC) models). Historically, this level of detail could be ignored in planning models
without a major impact on the quality of the results [14, 15]. However, recently it is becoming more and
more clear that the traditional approach used in LT planning models falls short of accurately representing
the unit commitment and dispatch for electricity systems with high shares of IRES. In this regard, a myriad25
of approaches attempting to bridge the gap between planning models and operational models is currently
being developed. Two fundamentally different groups of approaches can be identified. A first group of
approaches scrutinizes the results of the energy-system planning model with dedicated operational models
with the goal to better interpret the results (unidirectional soft-link, e.g., [16]), or to adapt the parameters
of the energy system model (biderectional soft-link, e.g., [17, 18]). A second group of approaches aims to30
directly increase the level of detail in planning models, either focusing on the temporal representation (e.g.,
[19, 20, 21]) or on the level of techno-economic operational detail (e.g., [14, 22]). Both increasing the level
of temporal detail and the level of techno-economic operational detail comes at an increased computational
cost.
The aim of this work is twofold. The first goal is to determine whether the low level of temporal detail35
or the low level of techno-economic operational detail has the highest impact on the results, in order to
provide guidelines as to which aspect should be improved with the highest priority. To do so, the impact
of the low level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail is quantified for a varying penetration
of IRES. Second, by analyzing in depth how the level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail
impact the results, the aim is to identify and compare different opportunities for improving the operational40
dimension in planning models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the literature regard-
ing the impact of the level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail used in planning models.
Subsequently, Section 3 presents the methodology, the assumptions and the data used for quantifying the
impact of the temporal and techno-economic operational representation. The results of this analysis, as well45
as ways to improve the operational dimension, are discussed in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion and some
good practice guidelines are presented in Section 5.
2. Literature review
Different authors have recently investigated the impact of the temporal resolution on the model results.
A first group analyzes the effect of increasing the temporal resolution on balancing electricity demand and50
supply (i.e., the dispatch, no investment decisions are considered) [16, 20]. Using a low temporal resolution is
shown to lead to an overestimation of the uptake of IRES. A second group analyzes the impact of the temporal
resolution on investment decisions [19, 23, 21]. Main results are that by using a low temporal resolution,
the optimal level of investments in less flexible baseload technologies and IRES is overestimated, while the
optimal level of investments in flexible dispatchable generation technologies is underestimated. Regarding the55
impact of the level of techno-economic operational detail, Palmintier [14] shows that neglecting operational
constraints results in a sub-optimal capacity mix, in turn leading to higher operating costs and carbon
emissions. Nweke et al. [24], show in a case study of the South Australian power system that integration
of operational constraints in planning models has a significant impact on the investment decisions. Finally,
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Welsch et al. [22] demonstrate in a case study of Ireland that neglecting flexibility requirements strongly60
impacts the generation portfolio.
While there is some literature on this topic, the existing literature does not allow to answer the question
whether the low level of temporal detail or the low level of techno-economic operational detail has the
highest impact on the model results for multiple reasons. First, the the existing literature typically focuses
either on the impact of the low level of temporal detail or on the impact of the low level of techno-economic65
operational detail. As these studies are based on very different power systems, the results cannot be easily
compared. In addition, in some studies the focus is on the impact on investments, whereas other studies
focus on the dispatch. Second, in the majority of studies focusing on the low level of temporal detail (e.g.,
[19, 21, 23]), the impact of this level of detail is quantified by comparing the results of a model with a temporal
representation typical for long-term planning models with an advanced model that has an increased temporal70
resolution (i.e., an increased number of diurnal time slices). However, as will be shown in Section 4.3 of
this paper, merely increasing the temporal resolution is not sufficient to have an accurate representation of
the temporal dimension. Therefore, the used reference of comparison does not allow to quantify the impact
of the temporal representation. In contrast, Haydt et al. [20] do use a correct reference for the temporal
representation. However, the impact of the low level of temporal detail is quantified for a case study of the75
Flores island, which is not representative for large electricity systems. Moreover, electricity generation in
the Flores island is based on wind turbines, run-of-river hydro and diesel generators. Due to the fact that
there is only one source of fully controllable electricity generation, the impact of the low level of temporal
detail on the number of operating hours of different types of generators (baseload, mid-merit, peak load)
cannot be analyzed. Finally, a number of studies presenting novel approaches to bridge the gap between80
planning and operational models address both the temporal and the technical aspect simultaneously (e.g.,
[16, 22, 24]). However, the focus in these studies is on evaluating the improvements realized by the presented
approach, rather than quantifying the impact of the low level of temporal and techno-economic operational
detail. A single exception is the work of Deane et al. [16] which allows, to some extent, to analyze the
impact of both aspects separately. However, their analysis is limited to single penetration level of IRES. As85
will be discussed in Section 4.2 of this paper, the impact of the temporal and techno-economic operational
detail is strongly dependent of the penetration level of IRES.
This paper contributes to the existing literature in two ways. First, while the literature typically focuses
either on the impact of the temporal aspect, or on the impact of the techno-economic aspect, this work
simultaneously addresses both aspects (and the interactions between the two) for a varying penetration of90
IRES. This allows to make the trade-off between improving planning models by extending the temporal de-
tail and/or aiming for a better technical representation. Second, when developing approaches for reducing
the impact of the low level of temporal detail, the literature primarily focuses on increasing the tempo-
ral resolution (i.e., the number of diurnal time slices). The work presented in this paper takes a broader
perspective and analyses and compares fundamentally different approaches to represent the temporal di-95
mension, thereby providing fundamental insights into how this choice affects main model results, and how
the temporal representation can be improved.
3. Methodology, data and assumptions
3.1. Methodology
In a first step, the aim is to analyze and quantify the impact of the temporal representation and the100
level of techno-economic operational detail commonly used in large-scale planning models. Quantifying the
impact of both these aspects allows to make the trade-off between improving the temporal representation
and/or increasing the level of techno-economic operational detail.
The methodology used to quantify the impact of the low level of temporal and techno-economic opera-
tional detail is based on the soft-linking methodology as described by Deane et al. [16]. The methodology105
consists of the following steps:
1. Run the LT planning model for a specific scenario with a gradually increasing penetration of IRES.
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2. Extract the results from this model for multiple target years. The results include the generation
portfolio, the electricity generation shares of each technology and the operational costs.
3. Convert the installed capacities of each technology in a number of individual power plants, and provide110
this input data to the operational UC model. For each type of power plant, provide additional techno-
economic characteristics (e.g., minimum stable generation level, minimum up and down times, start-up
costs).
4. Provide the original time series for the electricity demand and the availability of IRES for an entire
year at an hourly resolution to the operational UC model.115
5. Run the UC model without including the detailed techno-economic operational constraints. Without
these constraints, the dispatch in every hour will follow the merit-order (MO). Therefore this model
is referred to as the MO dispatch model in the remainder of this paper. Compare the results of this
model with those of the LT planning model to analyze the impact of the low level of temporal detail
in the LT planning model.120
6. Run the UC model with detailed techno-economic operational constraints. Compare the results of this
model with those of the MO dispatch model to analyze the impact of the low level of techno-economic
operational detail.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for every target year to analyze the relation between the penetration of IRES
and the impact of the low level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail.125
A schematic overview of the methodology applied is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the methodology.
Once the impact of both the temporal representation and the level of techno-economic operational detail
are analyzed and quantified, opportunities for model improvements are identified. Different approaches and
their respective strengths and limitations are presented.
3.2. LT energy-system planning model: TIMES130
The LT model used in this work is generated in the TIMES environment. TIMES (an acronym for
The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) is an economic model generator for local, national or multi-
regional energy systems. TIMES models can be classified as bottom-up (technology explicit), dynamic partial
equilibrium models of energy markets, typically formulated as LP problems [25]. By simultaneously making
investment and operational decisions over a specified time horizon in order to minimize the discounted total135
system cost, the dynamic evolution of a reference energy system can be analyzed. This reference energy
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system is specified by providing four types of input data: the demand for energy services, the resource
potential, a techno-economic description of a set of technologies, and a set of policies. While TIMES models
are generally used to analyze scenarios for the evolution of the entire energy system, it can be applied to a
single sector as well (e.g., the electricity sector).140
Figure 2 gives a schematic overview of how the temporal dimension is modeled in TIMES. The planning
horizon is divided into a set of periods, each represented by a single year (so-called ”milestone year”).
In turn, these milestone years can be divided into a set of time slices, serving to represent intra-annual
variations in demand and supply. In the presented example, a year is disaggregated into four seasons, which
are in turn disaggregated into weekdays (WD) and weekend (WE) periods. Finally, diurnal variations are145
introduced via a day (D) and a night (N) time slice, resulting in a total of 16 time slices. The number
of time slices within each level of the time-slice tree and the duration of each time slice can be specified
freely by the user. However, due to computational restrictions, the number of time slices used in large-scale
energy-system planning models is generally restricted to 1-121. Within each time slice, all parameters are
fixed, i.e., the load and the availability of IRES are assigned a single value within each time slice. The value150
assigned to the load or the availability of IRES in every time slice is typically taken as the average value of
all data points of the respective time series corresponding to that time slice (e.g., the average demand for
electricity in weekend nights during winter is assigned to the time slice corresponding to night periods in
the weekends in the winter season)2. Following Haydt et al. [20], this approach of assigning values to time
slices is referred to as the ”Integral method”, referring to the fact that all available data is used.155
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Figure 2: An example of the temporal structure in TIMES models [25].
From a techno-economic perspective, each generation technology is described by an efficiency, an avai-
lability factor and an endogenously determined capacity. In terms of operational costs, fuel costs, variable
O&M costs, and taxes are accounted for. Two constraints are essential for the operation of the power sys-
tem in the model. A first constraint limits the generation actp,v,t,s (”activity”) in time slice s of year t of a
technology p (”process”), that has been installed in an earlier year v, to the available installed capacity of
that technology:
actp,v,t,s ≤ AFp,v,t,s ·ACFRp,v,t · FRs · CAP ACTp · capp,v,t ∀p, v, t, s
The available capacity is limited to a fraction of the total installed capacity (capp,v,t) to account for retire-
ments and lead times (represented by endogenous parameter ACFRp,v,t). Moreover, to account for periodic
1In TIMES, the structure of the time-slice tree, and therefore the number of time slices used, can be determined freely by
the user. The ranges presented here merely serve to indicate common practice. Recent applications using a higher number of
time slices are i.a. [2, 19] .
2It is assumed that time series of load, and IRES availability are available with a high resolution (e.g., hourly or quarter-
hourly data).
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maintenance and forced outages, this available capacity is reduced by the availability factor AFp,v,t,s. For
conventional power plants, this availability factor is typically taken identical in every time slice. For IRES,
the availability factor accounts for both maintenance and the limited availability of the resource (e.g., wind)160
within each time slice. Finally, CAP ACTp is a conversion factor from units of capacity (e.g., MW) to units
of activity (e.g., MWh), assuming that the capacity is running at full load for the entire year, and FRs is
the duration of time slice s expressed as a fraction of the year. The activity of a process is unambiguously
linked to a specific commodity flow (floc,p,v,t,s,′out′/′in′) entering and/or leaving that process, and linear
relationships between the different commodity flows entering or leaving a process are established to specify165
the efficiency of a process, and the level of emissions related to the activity of a process.
Second, for each commodity, a balance equation, ensuring that consumption does not exceed generation
is imposed. For the commodity electricity, the net flow must equal the demand in every time slice:∑
p,v
(floc,p,v,t,s,′out′ − floc,p,v,t,s,′in′)(≥; =)DEMc · COM FRc,s ∀c, t, s
Here DEMc is the yearly demand for commodity c, and COM FRc,s is the fraction of this demand in time
slice s.
From these constraints, it is clear that the dispatch of power plants in TIMES models follows the merit-
order, where the instantaneous generation is only restricted by the available capacity, and not by detailed170
techno-economic operational constraints.
3.3. ST operational unit commitment model
The UC model used in this work is LUSYM. This model determines the optimal scheduling of a given set
of power plants to meet the electricity load, taking account of the techno-economic operational constraints
of power plants and the electricity system [26]. The model applied in this work uses hourly time series for175
an entire year of data and considers the following techno-economic constraints for individual power plants:
minimal stable generation level, minimum up and down times, maximum ramping rate, part-load efficiency
losses, maintenance requirements, start-up costs and ramp-costs. A full description of this model can be
found in [26].
3.4. Data and assumptions180
The TIMES model used in this work is based on the Belgian electricity system. It is assumed here that
the Belgium electricity system is representative for other thermally-dominated systems with low potentials
for reservoir hydro generation. The time horizon of the planning model is 2014-2055, and is divided into
5 periods. To achieve a varying penetration of IRES throughout the model horizon, a linearly increasing
target for the share of annual electric energy generated by IRES is imposed (0% in 2010, 50% in 2050).185
Each milestone year is subdivided in a total of 12 time slices. Four time slices are used to represent seasonal
variations. Each seasonal time slice is in turn disaggregated into a day time slice, a night time slice and
a time slice corresponding to hours of peak electricity demand3. Values are assigned to each time slice
following the integral method. In the remainder of this text, this temporal representation is referred to as
’Integral TS low’. The demand for electricity is assumed to be inelastic and inflexible. Besides the electricity190
demand, a demand for firm capacity, exceeding the annual peak load by 5%, is imposed in the planning
model to ensure generation adequacy. Moreover, in all presented models, grids and cross-border trade are
disregarded (i.e., island operation with a single node is assumed) and the requirement for operating reserves
is disregarded. Finally, a constant discount rate of 5% is applied.
The set of technologies considered in this work is restricted to conventional dispatchable power plants,195
IRES and pumped storage plants. The considered dispatchable technologies are third generation nuclear
power plants (NUC), subcritical and (ultra-)supercritical pulverized coal plants (SubC PC and (U)SC PC),
3As the time slices can be defined freely within the TIMES environment, these time-slice divisions differ to some extent
from model to model. Similar time-slice divisions use e.g. 4 seasonal and 2 diurnal time slices, or add a time-slice level to
separate weekdays from Saturdays and Sundays.
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internal gasification combined cycle plants (IGCC), combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) and regular and
advanced open cycle gas turbines (OCGT). The IRES considered are solar PV and onshore and offshore
wind turbines. The economic and operational characteristics of these technologies are presented in Tables200
1-2. The investment costs, fixed operations and maintenance (FOM) costs and the efficiency are dependent
on the timing of the investment, whereas the other characteristics are assumed constant throughout the
time horizon. Given the limited geographical potential for additional pumped hydro plants in Belgium, no
additional investments in new pumped-storage plants are allowed. Moreover, note that combined heat and
power (CHP) plants or small generators that might play a more significant role in future energy systems in205
the context of increasing distributed generation and the implementation of smart grids are not considered.
VOM [EUR/MWh]
Investment cost [kEUR/kWe] FOM [EUR/(kWe· year)] Life Time [y]
Technology 2010 2020 2030 2050 2010 2020 2030 2050 Lead Time [y]
NUC 3.66 3.66 3.66 3.66 0 0 0 0 11.1 60 7
SubC PC 1.37 1.37 1.37 1.37 27 27 27 27 7.7 35 4
(U)SC PC 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 34 34 34 34 6 35 4
IGCC 2.76 2.49 2.25 1.83 55 50 45 37 7.5 30 4
CCGT 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 26 21 20 20 5 25 2
OCGT 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.47 12 12 12 12 4 15 2
Adv. OCGT 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 17 17 17 17 4 15 2
Onsh. Wind 1.40 1.27 1.19 1.11 34 27 24 21 - 25 1
Offsh. Wind 4.30 3.40 2.70 2.10 130 95 75 60 - 25 1
Sol. PV 3.66 1.42 1.14 0.78 51 16 13 - 10 30 1
Table 1: Economic characteristics of the considered technologies.
NUC SubC PC (U)SC PC IGCC CCGT OCGT Adv. OCGT
Efficiency [%]
2010 1004 37 45 45 58 39 42
2020 100.14 38 46 46 60 39 45
2030 1024 39 49 48 62 40 45
2050 1044 41 49 50 64 41 45
Pmin [%/Pnom] 50 40 50 50 50 10 10
Eff. loss at Pmin [%pt] - 2 2 8 8 21 21
Ramp rate [% Pnom/min] 5 3 4 4 7 17.5 17.5
Ramp cost [EUR/∆MW] - 1.3 1.3 0.25 0.25 0.66 0.66
MUT [hours] 24 6 6 4 4 1 1
MDT [hours] 48 4 4 1 1 1 1
Start-up energy [MWhth/∆MWe] 17 5.7 5.7 1.7 1.7 0.02 0.02
Start-up depr. [EUR/∆MW ] 1.7 5 5 10 10 10 10
Availability [%] 85 85 85 85 85 85 85
Table 2: Operational characteristics of the considered technologies.
With the exception of the nuclear plants, data on investment costs, fixed operations and maintenance
(FOM) costs, life times and efficiencies are taken from [27]. Data on nuclear plants and lead times are
taken from [28]. Variable operations and maintenance (VOM) costs and technical characteristics of differ-
ent technologies are adopted from [29]. Regarding IRES, generation profiles for onshore and offshore wind210
turbines and solar PV panels are taken from measured output in 2013, as provided by the Belgian trans-
mission system operator Elia [30]. This generation profile is scaled to the installed capacity in future years.
The generation system in the base year (2014), documented by Elia [30], is taken as the current Belgian
electricity generation system. The age of existing power plants is assumed to be equally distributed between
0 year and the respective technology’s lifetime. Similar to the IRES generation profiles, the profile of future215
electricity demand is considered to be identical to the one observed in 2013 [30]. This profile is scaled using
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a constant electricity demand growth rate of 1% per year. Fuel prices in the first period are adopted from
[28], while fuel price evolutions are derived from [31]. The assumed fuel and emission allowance prices are
given in Table 3.
Price 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
[EUR2008/MWhp]
Coal 8.81 9.44 9.79 10.33 10.82
Natural gas 23.89 24.30 25.12 25.66 26.27
Uranium4 6.34 6.34 6.34 6.34 6.34
[EUR2008/tonCO
eq
2 ]
GHG emissions 0 12.5 25 37.5 50
Table 3: Fuel and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission prices.
4. Results and Discussion220
4.1. Impact of the model simplifications on operational decisions
Figure 3 presents, for each milestone year, the electric energy generation shares following from the
dispatch in the TIMES model, the MO dispatch model, and the UC model. Differences in dispatch between
the TIMES model and the MO dispatch model are solely due to the simplified temporal representation in
the TIMES model. The difference between the MO dispatch model and the UC model are due to the low225
level of techno-economic detail in the MO dispatch model. Furthermore, Table 4 displays the generation mix
error for the different models5. As the UC model has the highest level of detail, it serves as a reference for
comparison. At this point, it must be stressed that the aim of this work is not to present scenarios for the
evolution of the Belgian electricity system, but rather to analyze the impact of the modeling assumptions
typically used in LT planning models. In this regard, our interest lies in the difference in results between230
the different models, and not in the model results as such.
A first observation is that in the first two periods, there are only slight differences in dispatch. However,
as the share of IRES increases, a divergence in the generation shares in the different models starts to
appear. This confirms the presumption that the importance of the temporal resolution and the inclusion of
operational constraints grows with the level of IRES penetration.235
2014 2020 2030 2040 2050
Generation mix error TIMES [%] 0.4 0.4 6.5 10.2 12.8
Generation mix error MO dispatch [%] 0.4 0.4 3.5 3.1 2.4
∆ generation mix error temporal detail [%] 0.0 0.0 3.0 7.1 10.4
∆ generation mix error techno-economic detail [%] 0.4 0.4 3.5 3.1 2.4
Installed cap IRES/Peak load [-] 0.30 0.42 0.77 1.12 1.49
Installed cap Nuclear/Peak load [-] 0.45 0.52 0.63 0.52 0.42
Table 4: Generation mix error in the different models.
Two patterns can be observed in the deviations in dispatch (see Figure 3). First, the share of baseload
electric energy generation tends to be overestimated by the TIMES model. Second, this model also systemat-
ically overestimates the uptake of IRES. In other words, more curtailment of IRES is required/cost-effective
4 Fuel prices for nuclear plants are expressed in [EUR/MWhe] and include front-end and back-end costs of the nuclear fuel
cycle. Efficiencies for these plants are adjusted to correspond to the fuel prices.
5The generation mix error is defined as: GenMixError =
∑
i
| ˜generation sharei−generation shareUCi |
2
, where index i runs
over all technologies and the generation shares are expressed as a percentage.
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Figure 3: Electric energy generation shares for each milestone year in the different models. The left, middle and
right bar respectively correspond to the TIMES model, the merit-order dispatch model and the unit commitment model.
than is anticipated by the TIMES model. A result of this higher level of curtailment is that the proposed
portfolio falls short of achieving the imposed target for the share of IRES in the generation mix. An overview240
of curtailment of IRES and the share of IRES in the generation mix in the different models is presented
in Table 5. From Figure 3, it can be observed that both the temporal representation and the low level of
techno-economic detail contribute to the overestimation of baseload and IRES generation. This is in line
with the findings of [16, 19, 20, 21].
2014 2020 2030 2040 2050
Curtailment TIMES [%] 0 0 0 0 0
Curtailment UC [%] 0 0 1.9 11.5 15.4
Share IRES TIMES [%] 7.7 12.5 25 37.5 50
Share IRES UC [%] 7.7 12.5 24.5 33.1 42.3
Table 5: Curtailment of intermittent renewable energy sources (IRES) and shares of IRES generation in the
energy mix. Curtailment is expressed as a percentage of the maximal IRES generation (i.e., when there is no curtailment).
The share of renewable electricity generation is expressed as a percentage of total consumed electric energy.
The operational costs in the different models are presented in Table 6. The operational costs include245
fuel costs, costs related to emissions of greenhouse gases, variable operations and maintenance (VOM) costs
as well as start-up costs. In the case presented here, in comparison to the ”most correct” model (i.e., the
UC model), the operational costs of the TIMES model are shown to be underestimated by 3-53%, where
higher deviations correspond to higher shares of IRES. Again, it can be observed that both the temporal
representation, and the low level of techno-economic operational detail contribute to this underestimation250
of operational costs.
2014 2020 2030 2040 2050
Operational cost TIMES [EUR/MWh] 29.9 25.2 13.1 10.9 9.4
Operational cost MO dispatch [EUR/MWh] 30.0 25.3 14.5 15.5 17.5
Operational cost UC [EUR/MWh] 30.7 26.0 16.8 18.6 20.1
Impact temporal representation [EUR/MWh] 0.1 0.1 1.4 4.6 8.1
Impact techno-economic detail [EUR/MWh] 0.7 0.7 2.3 3.1 2.6
Table 6: Operational costs in the different models. All costs are expressed relative to the total consumed electric energy.
When these model simplifications are applied in models used for analyzing transition pathways towards
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more sustainable energy systems with high shares of IRES, all the above-mentioned errors occur simulta-
neously. That is, the operational costs are underestimated, the uptake of IRES will be overestimated and
the level of baseload generation will be overestimated. As a result, the efforts needed to effectively obtain255
a desired reduction of GHG emissions (or RES penetration) are likely to be underestimated considerably.
Moreover, models using these model simplifications tend to overly value intermittent and inflexible genera-
tion, while not providing sufficient incentives for different flexibility options (e.g., flexible generation, storage
technologies, grid expansions, demand side management). This is particularly important as this type of mod-
els commonly serves as a base for underpinning policy regarding R&D of innovative energy technologies. It260
must therefore be concluded that the model simplifications typically used in long-term planning models can
no longer be justified when analyzing systems with high shares of IRES.
4.2. Level of temporal versus techno-economic operational detail
To improve these planning models, one could either adapt the temporal representation or increase the
level of techno-economic operational detail. This section analyzes the impact of the individual model sim-265
plifications, thereby aiming to provide guidelines as to which aspect should be addressed with the highest
priority.
From Tables 4 and 6, it can be seen that for a low penetration of IRES, the impact of the level of
techno-economic detail is higher than the impact of the temporal representation, both in terms of impact
on the generation mix and impact on the operational cost. However, for penetration levels of IRES up270
to 12.5% in terms of yearly electric energy generated, the impact of both model simplifications is limited.
When the IRES penetration reaches a level of 25%, the impact of both model simplifications has risen
significantly, and is similar in terms of impact on the generation mix. Regarding the operational cost, the
level of techno-economic detail has the highest impact on the results. However, for even higher shares of
IRES, the impact of the temporal representation increases strongly, while the impact of the low level of275
techno-economic detail starts to stagnate and even decreases. As a result, for high penetrations of IRES,
the temporal representation becomes the dominant factor.
The impact of the temporal representation can be explained by analyzing how it accounts for the vari-
ability of IRES generation. Figure 4 displays how temporal representation ’Integral TS low’ approximates
the wind generation duration curve and the residual load duration curve (RLDC). Different authors have280
highlighted the significance of the RLDC for the investment planning problem [32, 33, 34]. The residual load
for each time slice is found by subtracting the potential undispatchable electricity generation in that time
slice from the load corresponding to that time slice6. Sorting this residual load from high to low gives the
RLDC. This RLDC contains information about key aspects related to the integration of IRES, such as the
low capacity credit of IRES, the reduction of operating hours of thermal power plants, and the amount of285
excess energy (possibly leading to curtailment) [32]. To capture these characteristics of IRES, it is therefore
important that the temporal representation approximates the RLDC with high accuracy.
Figure 4 clearly illustrates that, while temporal representation ’Integral TS low’ approximates the load
duration curve with reasonable accuracy, this is not the case for the wind generation duration curve (and
hence not for the RLDC). After all, the idea behind this temporal representation is based on capturing the290
significant seasonal and diurnal differences between each time slice, on the one hand, and the similarities of
data values that belong to a specific time slice (e.g., electricity demand in peak periods during the winter),
on the other hand [21]. As the load profile has strong regularities on the seasonal, daily and diurnal level,
time-slice divisions such as ’Integral TS low’ obtain a good representation of the load profile. In contrast,
due to the lack of regularities in wind-power fluctuations, averaging the wind-turbine electricity generation295
data belonging to a specific time slice (e.g., all wind data corresponding to periods of peak demand during
the entire winter) causes periods of very high or very low wind generation to be overlooked. This is reflected
in the relatively flat approximated wind generation duration curve.
6The only undispatchable electricity generation considered is the electricity generation by wind turbines and solar PV
panels. Moreover, the term ”potential electric energy generation”, as opposed to the actual electric energy generation, is used
to account for the fact that the actual electric energy generation can be lower than the potential electric energy generation in
a specific time slice in case of curtailment.
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Figure 4: Impact of the temporal representation on the approximation of the wind generation duration curve
(left figure) and the (residual) load duration curve (right figure) for model year 2050. The reference corresponds
to the sorted hourly data for an entire year.
As can be observed in Figure 4, this will yield an approximation of the RLDC which is too flat. On the
one hand, this causes a considerable underestimation of the peak residual load as these peaks occur when300
IRES power generation is very low and the load is high, i.e., the capacity credit of IRES is overestimated.
In this regard, the role of the constraint demanding sufficient firm capacity is crucial to obtain generation
portfolios which can achieve a reasonable security of supply. On the other hand, the residual load in periods
of high IRES generation is overestimated. This results in an overestimation of the number of full load
hours that can be obtained by baseload technologies. Moreover, periods of excess electric energy generation305
might be overlooked, causing an overestimation of the potential uptake of IRES electricity generation. Both
effects can be observed in Figure 3. In terms of costs, this results in an underestimation of operational
costs, as overestimating the share of baseload generation and IRES generation leads to an underestimation
of electricity generation by more expensive mid-merit and peak-load technologies (see Table 6). As can be
observed from Tables 4 and 6, the impact of a temporal representation that does not properly account for310
the variability of IRES generation grows strongly with the share of IRES.
The impact of the level of techno-economic operational detail is more complex for multiple reasons. First,
what is referred to as the level of techno-economic operational detail bundles a variety of different technical
constraints (e.g., ramping rate restrictions, minimum up and down times) as well as economic operational
characteristics (e.g., start-up costs, part-load efficiency losses), all having a different impact. Second, in315
contrast with the impact of the temporal representation, the penetration level of IRES is no longer the only
driver for differences in the dispatch. That is, also the flexibility of the thermal generation fleet plays a role.
Whereas the penetration of IRES determines the volatility of the residual load, the possibilities to satisfy
this fluctuating residual load are determined by the flexibility of the generation fleet. Moreover, in the long
term, the penetration of IRES and the flexibility of the thermal generation fleet are interdependent. With320
an increasing share of IRES, the number of full load hours of baseload technologies is reduced. Therefore,
one could expect that the fraction of baseload capacity, which is generally less flexible, is reduced as the
penetration of IRES increases over time. As a result, the generation fleet will likely become more flexible
as the penetration of IRES increases. This can also be observed in the results of the planning model from
2030 on, where the installed capacity of nuclear plants is reduced (see Table 4). Before 2030, the nuclear325
capacity is increased despite the fact that there is an increasing penetration of IRES. This is due to the fact
that the model starts from the existing Belgian capacity mix which, according to the data used in this work,
contains a suboptimally low level of nuclear plants. Due to the lead times of building new plants, and the
gradual retirement of existing capacity, the capacity of nuclear plants cannot instantly be increased.
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If the penetration of IRES is low, it can be observed from Table 4 that the level of techno-economic330
operational detail has little impact on the generation mix. This is due to the fact that the variability of
the residual load is still limited, and the technical constraints do not become binding, i.e., there is excess
flexibility. However, in terms of operational costs, there will always be plants which need to cycle (i.e.,
change the power output by ramping up/down or by switching on/off), thereby incurring start-up costs,
ramping costs and additional fuel and emission costs due to efficiency losses in part-load operation. Up to335
2020, these costs are responsible for over 50% of the underestimation of the operational costs due to the low
level of techno-economic detail7.
As the penetration of IRES, and therefore, the variability of the residual load, increases, there will be
an increased need for cycling. Moreover, due to the large fraction of electric power generated by IRES in
some moments, there will be an increased need for cycling of baseload and mid-merit power plants. On the340
one hand, these baseload plants are generally less flexible, and the technical constraints for these plants can
become binding. In these cases, the dispatch proposed by the TIMES model and the MO dispatch model
might be technically infeasible, and the UC model will be forced to schedule additional flexible generation
and/or to curtail IRES generation. The result of neglecting these technical constraints is an overestimation
of the generation by baseload technologies and an overestimation of the uptake of IRES generation. On345
the other hand, the dispatch of the UC model might deviate from the dispatch in the MO model to avoid
start-up costs, i.e., the dispatch proposed by the MO model might not be optimal when start-up costs are
accounted for. Regarding the uptake of IRES generation, this might lead to additional curtailment, as it
can be more economic to curtail some IRES generation, than to shut down a plant which would have to
be brought on line again some hours later. Regarding baseload generation, the impact of accounting for350
start-up costs is twofold. Baseload plants might be kept on line to prevent start-up costs some hours later,
thereby leading to curtailment of IRES. Alternatively, baseload plants might be kept off line to avoid the
high start-up costs. For the year 2030, the impact of the level of techno-economic operational detail has
increased significantly with respect to the first two periods. This is due to the fact that both the IRES
penetration and the share of baseload capacity have increased with respect to 2014. While for the first two355
periods, hardly any impact on the generation shares could be observed, this is no longer the case in 2030.
In terms of operational costs, a strong increase in the underestimation of operational costs can be observed.
Whereas, the start-up costs, ramping costs and costs related to part-load efficiency losses were responsible
for over 50% of the underestimation of operational costs in the first two periods, this share has dropped to
less than 20% in 2030, indicating that it is mainly the switch to an increased generation by more flexible,360
but more expensive CCGT’s, which has caused the increased underestimation of operational costs.
Further increasing the share of IRES will further increase the need for cycling. However, it can be
observed that, from 2040 onwards, the capacity of less-flexible nuclear capacity is reduced. As a result, the
impact of the level of techno-economic operational detail starts to stagnate, and is even slightly reduced
by 2050 (see Tables 4 and 6). In this regard, it must be noted that the capacity mix used as input in the365
UC model corresponds to the solution of a planning model with temporal representation ’Integral TS low’,
which, as discussed above, causes to overestimate the potential of baseload technologies. Therefore, the
impact of the low level of techno-economic operational detail would likely be even lower when the temporal
representation would be improved. Moreover, CHP plants and small generators were not considered in the
analysis. Nevertheless, these types of generation can provide a significant source of generation flexibility370
and could therefore reduce the impact of the low level of technical detail even further.
It can be concluded that for a low penetration of IRES, both model simplifications have a limited impact
on the results. As the penetration of IRES increases, also the impact of the temporal representation and the
low level of techno-economic operational detail start to increase. However, whereas the impact of the low
level of techno-economic operational detail starts to stagnate for even higher penetrations of IRES (as a high375
penetration of IRES gives rise to a more flexible generation fleet), the impact of the temporal representation
7This only includes the direct costs related to start-ups, ramping and part-load efficiency losses. In some situations, the
knowledge of start-up and ramping costs will incur indirect costs, e.g., more expansive generation can be brought/kept on line
to avoid the high start-up costs for bringing on line a large baseload/mid-merit unit when little additional capacity is required.
Such indirect costs are not included here.
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keeps increasing. For IRES penetration levels of 35-50%, in terms of yearly electric energy generated, the
impact of the temporal representation is shown to be significantly higher than the impact of the level of
techno-economic operational detail, which seems to be in line with the results presented in [16]. For this
reason, improving the temporal representation in planning models is suggested to be prioritized.380
4.3. Improving the temporal representation
This section aims to identify opportunities for improving the temporal representation in LT planning
models. As discussed in Section 1, much attention has recently gone to the temporal resolution used in
planning models. However, it is not merely the resolution (i.e., the number of diurnal time slices) which is
of importance. Less discussed in the scientific literature, though equally important, is how the set of time385
slices is chosen (i.e., the general structure of the time-slice tree) and the approach used to assign values to
the load and IRES availability in each time slice.
Regarding the approach used to assign values to each time slice, the integral method is most commonly
applied. As discussed in Section 4.2, using this approach for a limited number of time slices can lead to
averaging of IRES generation, thereby strongly underestimating the variability of IRES generation. An390
alternative approach to assign a value to each time slice is to select a set of historical days (or weeks) to
represent an entire year. Each selected day/week represents a part of the year (e.g., a season or a month).
These representative days/weeks can in turn be divided into a number of diurnal time slices. As such, the
value assigned to each time slice is not the result of taking an average over multiple days, as is the case for
the integral method. Depending on the number of days/weeks selected and the diurnal resolution, the total395
number of time slices used in this approach is typically somewhat higher (16-288).
To illustrate the difference between the integral method and the approach based on selecting representa-
tive days, consider a model with 4 seasonal time slices and 3 diurnal time slices (day, night and peak). Figure
5 visualizes the process of assigning a value to the time slice representing periods of peak demand during
the winter, for both approaches. The graphs on the left hand side show profiles of the load, the residual400
load and onshore wind generation during a winter week for an exemplary system with a high penetration of
wind power. Every day, samples are taken during the peak hours (lasting 2 hours in each day). The graphs
on the right hand side display all the samples taken during the entire winter season (91 days). The blue
lines indicate the values assigned to the winter peak time slice in the integral method, i.e. the average of all
samples. Following the method using representative days, the value assigned to the winter peak time slice405
corresponds to the average value of the samples corresponding to the selected day. Hence, the value can lie
anywhere in the shaded intervals, depending on the selected day. The red line indicates the value assigned
to this time slice if the sample displayed in red would be selected.
Visualizing the processes of assigning a value to a specific time slice highlights some of the main ad-
vantages and drawbacks of each method. The main drawback of the integral method is that the range of410
IRES generation levels occurring in reality is not retained as the average value of all samples belonging to
this time slice is taken. Therefore, this method does not capture periods with very high or very low IRES
generation, as was shown in Figure 4. In contrast, when using representative days, the IRES generation can
be anywhere within the range actually observed. However, the main issue with this approach is the difficulty
of selecting a set of days which is representative for an entire year, or multiple years. Figure 5 illustrates the415
sensitivity of this method to the selected representative day. Nonetheless, de Sisternes and Webster remark
that there is no consistent criterion to select days/weeks or to assess the validity of the assumption [35].
However, recently, different authors have focused on specific algorithms and models to select a good set of
representative days [36],[37].
To improve the temporal representation, different alternative temporal representations can be thought420
of, either by adapting the structure of the time-slice tree, the way values are assigned to each time slice,
or both. In the further analysis, 3 different approaches are considered. The details of each considered
temporal representation are presented in Table 7. Regarding the temporal structure, a different lay-out
of the time-slice tree can be considered to improve capturing IRES variability in the integral approach.
The approach which has received the most attention in the scientific literature is to increase the temporal425
resolution (i.e., the number of diurnal time slices in the time-slice tree) (’Integral TS high’). An alternative
approach is to devote a separate level in the time-slice tree to explicitly distinguish periods of high and low
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Figure 5: Process of assigning values to time slices using the integral method and the approach based on using
representative days.
resource availability (’Integral TS alt’). This approach still takes the average value of multiple samples taken
from IRES profiles in different historical days, but now the average is only taken over a subset of samples
with similar resource availabilities (e.g., the 20% of samples corresponding to the highest wind generation).430
Finally, a set of representative days could be used to assign values to the different time slices (’Repr. days
TS high’).
To evaluate these temporal representations, the RLDC is constructed for an increasing penetration of
wind turbines, and compared to the RLDC based on an entire year of hourly data. The root-mean-square
error (RMSE) relative to the peak load is used as a metric for evaluating the quality of the approximation.435
Figure 6 displays for each considered temporal representation the accuracy of the approximation of
the RLDC as a function of the wind power penetration. This figure shows that, relative to temporal
representation ’Integral TS low’, increasing the resolution in the integral approach (’Integral TS high’)
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Temporal Number of time slices
representation Seasonal Daily Diurnal IRES Total
Integral TS low 4 - 3 (day, night, peak) - 12
Integral TS high 4 3 (Weekday, Sat, Sun) 24 - 288
Integral TS alt 4 - 3 (day, night, peak) 3 (high, medium, low) 36
Repr. days TS high 4 3 (Weekday, Sat, Sun) 24 - 288
Reference 52 7 24 - 8736
Table 7: Overview of the different temporal representations considered. This table indicates the number of levels
and branches in the time-slice tree. The terms ”Integral” and ”Repr. days” refer to the methodology used for assigning values
to each time slice.
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Figure 6: Approximation error of the residual load duration curve (RLDC) for different temporal representa-
tions and a varying wind power penetration.
yields limited benefits. These benefits are predominantly due to a better approximation of variations in
the load. As can be seen, the gain in accuracy compared to the case ’Integral TS low’ remains almost440
constant as the wind power penetration is increased. This indicates that increasing the resolution in the
integral approach brings about no additional benefits related to grasping IRES variability. This is due to
the fact that the value for wind generation in each time slice is found by taking the average wind generation
of all data samples corresponding to this time slice. Due to the higher resolution, the average is taken
over a lower number of samples than is the case for temporal representation ’Integral TS low’. However,445
already by taking the average value over a small set of samples, wind generation is smoothed out. Opposite
effects can be observed for temporal representation ’Integral TS alt’. Adding a time slice level to explicitly
account for variations in IRES availability brings about no advantage for approximating load variations,
but, as the share of IRES is increased, drastically improves the approximation of the RLDC. This illustrates
that by a different choice of the structure of the time-slice tree, results can be significantly improved, with450
only a limited increase in the number of time slices. Finally, using a number of representative days (’Repr.
days TS high’) can yield an even higher accuracy of the RLDC approximation, provided a good selection
of representative days is made8. This is highlighted by the box plots which correspond to 10000 random
selections of 1 week day, 1 Saturday and 1 Sunday per season (each day is appropriately weighted). The
median, the 25th and 75th percentile (rectangle), as well as the highest and lowest errors obtained (whiskers)455
are shown. The large spread in the accuracy obtained using this approach highlights the importance of a
good selection of representative days.
8It must be noted that the RLDC approximation in the approach using a separate level in the time-slice tree for IRES can
be improved by increasing the number of time slices.
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As discussed in Section 4.2, the RLDC provides valuable information with respect to capturing the
characteristics of intermittent generation. However, the approximation of the RLDC does not tell the
entire story. First, the RLDC does not provide information about the dynamic fluctuations of the residual460
load. Second, the RLDC does not contain information about the individual elements used to construct this
curve, i.e., a temporal representation that results in a good approximation of the RLDC does not necessarily
provide a good approximation of the load duration curve, the wind generation duration curve or the solar PV
generation duration curve. Nevertheless, both these aspects are of importance to assess the value of different
technologies in the energy system. Capturing the short-term (ST) dynamic fluctuations will determine the465
arbitrage opportunities, and hence the value of flexibility options, such as storage technologies, flexible
power plants, active demand response and increased interconnection capacity. Moreover, an erroneous
representation of the wind generation duration curve or solar PV generation duration curve can lead to a
technology bias for two reasons. On the one hand, this can result from an overestimation/underestimation
of the yearly generation of wind turbines or solar PV panels. On the other hand, this can also be due to the470
shape of the wind generation duration curve or solar PV generation duration curve. It is therefore important
to consider to what extent the different temporal representations capture these aspects. Finally, also the
number of time slices is of importance as this directly impacts the computational cost. An overview of the
performance of the different temporal representations on these different aspects is presented in Table 8.
Int. TS low Int. TS high Int. TS alt Repr. days TS high
Approximation RLDC – – + ++
Capturing ST dynamics – - – +
Ease of use ++ ++ ++ -
Computational requirements ++ - + -
Table 8: Overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the different time-slice approaches.
By definition, the temporal representations using the integral method provide a correct value for the475
yearly generation of wind turbines and solar PV panels. Moreover, by explicitly defining periods of high and
low resource availability, the shape of the wind turbine generation duration curve and solar PV generation
duration curve can be approximated with a reasonable accuracy. However, this is not necessarily the case
for a temporal representation based on selecting representative days. Care is needed in selecting a set of
representative days that not only provides a good approximation of the RLDC, but also correctly represents480
the different resource availabilities. Indeed, even a set of representative days that obtains a low error in
approximating the RLDC can lead to a significant technology bias, and is therefore not applicable. This again
stresses the fact that the quality of the approach based on using representative days strongly depends on the
choice of the set of representative days. Selecting a good set of representative days requires implementation
of a separate algorithm or optimization model. As a result, this approach can require more effort than the485
’integral’ approaches.
Regarding the ST dynamic fluctuations, it is shown that temporal representations such as ’Integral TS
low’ and ’Integral TS high’ underestimate the range of IRES generation levels (see Figure 4). Therefore, these
temporal representations will also underestimate short-term dynamic variations in the residual load, and
hence the value of the different flexibility options. In contrast, a temporal representation such as ’Integral490
TS alt’ does capture periods of high and low wind generation. However, such a temporal representation does
not preserve chronology, and does therefore not provide information about the frequency of these variations
or the time scales at which these variations take place. As a result, this temporal representation might not
be suited to assess the role of time-constrained flexibility options, such as storage technologies and active
demand response. Finally, by using representative days, periods of high and low wind generation can occur495
and, within each representative day, chronology is retained. Consequently, a temporal representation such as
’Repr. days TS high’ is likely to be most suited to capture ST dynamic fluctuations and the value of different
flexibility options. It must be noted that the true value of these flexibility options might only become
apparent when a high level of techno-economic detail is used. Some of the techno-economic operational
constraints, such as ramping rate restrictions, minimum up and down times and start-up costs, can only500
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be modeled in detail by linking sequential time slices. Therefore, chronological data (at a sufficiently high
resolution) is a prerequisite for modeling these constraints. As a result, a model with temporal representation
such as ’Integral TS alt’ cannot be extended to incorporate a high level of techno-economic detail, whereas
this would be possible for a model with temporal representation ’Repr. days TS high’.
In conclusion, both a temporal representation which uses a separate level in the time-slice tree for IRES505
availability, and a temporal representation based on using a set of representative days can strongly improve
the way LT energy system planning models represent IRES. The main drawback of using a separate time-slice
level for IRES generation is that chronology is not preserved. Therefore, this approach might not be suited
to assess the impact of short-term dynamic variations of IRES generation, and the potential/requirement of
different flexibility options to deal with these variations. In contrast, using a temporal representation based510
on using a set of representative days retains chronology (intra-daily), and is therefore better suited to assess
the potential of different flexibility options. Moreover, this approach is able to provide a better approximation
of the RLDC, albeit using a higher number of time slices (and therefore a higher computational cost). The
main drawback of this approach is the difficulty of selecting a good set of representative days.
5. Summary and conclusions515
Long-term energy-system planning models are frequently used in studies analyzing the transition towards
a sustainable energy system. In these studies, intermittent renewable energy sources (IRES) are expected to
be key contributors to this transition. However, their highly variable and stochastic nature poses challenges
to long-term energy-system planning models, as these models typically use a low level of temporal and
techno-economic operational detail. In this regard, closing the gap between short-term operational models520
and long-term planning models has become an active field of research.
This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of how the operational dimension of the electric power
system can impact the results of system planning models. A detailed modeling analysis is set-up to quantify
the impact of both the temporal and techno-economic representation typically used in these models for an
increasing penetration of IRES. This allows making the trade-off between improving planning models by525
extending the operational time dimension, and/or aiming for a better technical representation. Both the
temporal and techno-economic operational representation are shown to have the same qualitative impact
on the results, i.e., a low level of detail results in an overestimation of the potential uptake of IRES, an
overestimation of the generation by baseload technologies and an underestimation of operational costs. While
for a low penetration of IRES, the impact of both the temporal representation, and the low level of techno-530
economic operational detail is limited, the impact of the temporal representation becomes dominant for a
high share of IRES electric energy generation (35-50%). Prioritizing addressing the temporal representation
is therefore recommended.
Different approaches to improve the temporal representation in planning models are proposed and eval-
uated by analyzing how well the residual load duration curve is approximated for a varying penetration of535
IRES. In this regard, not only the structure of the time-slice tree, but also the method of assigning values to
each time slice is shown to be of importance. Using a time-slice level to explicitly account for different levels
of IRES availability improves the approximation of the RLDC significantly, without drastically increasing
the number of time slices. However, this approach does not preserve chronology, making it less suited to
assess the potential of different (time-constrained) flexibility options. On the other hand, using a temporal540
representation based on a set of representative days can also result in a drastic increase in accuracy, while
retaining chronology intra-daily. However, this approach requires a larger number of time slices and care is
needed in selecting an appropriate set of representative days.
Further research involves evaluating the proposed approaches by using the presented temporal represen-
tations in a LT investment planning model. Regarding the use of a temporal representation based on using545
representative days, more research is needed to analyze the potential of using a low number of representative
days. Moreover, a consistent criterion for selecting representative days is needed. Finally, the impact of
including sources of dispatchable distributed generation, such as combined heat and power plants and small
generators, on the impact of the low level of techno-economic operational detail is left for future research.
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To conclude, some guidelines that can be considered when performing a scenario analysis using a bottom-550
up long-term energy system planning model are presented:
• When setting up or revising the temporal representation of the model, evaluating how this temporal
representation approximates the RLDC should be considered. Nevertheless, this approach has some
limitations of which the modeler must be aware. First, due to the loss of chronology, the RLDC
might be approximated with high accuracy by the temporal representation, while the dynamics of the555
variations of the residual load might not be grasped. Second, information regarding the individual
resource availability profiles (e.g., wind, sun) is not provided by the RLDC. To prevent a technology
bias, additionally evaluating how the temporal representation approximates the resource availability
duration curves should be considered.
• In addition to the temporal structure of the time-slice tree, the process used to assign values to the560
time slices should be documented. While this information is often lacking, it is proven to be essential
for assessing and interpreting the results obtained by these models.
• Improving the temporal representation should be prioritized to increasing the level of techno-economic
operational detail.
• The temporal representation can be improved by using a well-chosen set of representative historical565
days.
• When computational resources are scarce, an alternative can be to deviate from the typical structure of
the time-slice tree (i.e., based on time slice levels to account for seasonal, daily and diurnal variations)
by using a time slice level that explicitly accounts for IRES availability.
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Nomenclature
List of symbols
Sets (indices)
c Index for the commodity
p Index the process (technology)
s Index for the time slice
t Index for the milestone year
v Index for the year of investment
Parameters
ACFRp,v,t Fraction of the capacity of a process (p,v) that is available in year t
AFp,v,t,s Availability factor of a process (p,v) in time slice s of year t
CAP ACTp Conversion factor from units of capacity to units of activity of process p
COM FRc,s Fraction of the yearly demand for commodity c in time slice s
DEMc Yearly demand for commodity c
FRs Fraction of the year represented by time slice s
Variables
actp,v,t,s Activity (generation) of a process (p,v) in time slice s of year t
capp,v,t Installed capacity in year t of a process (p,v)
floc,p,v,t,s,′in′/′out′ Flow of commodity c in or out of a process (p,v) in time slice s of year t
Abbreviations
CCGT Combined cycle gas turbine
CHP Combined heat and power
FOM Fixed operations and maintenance cost
GHG Greenhouse gas
IGCC Internal gasification combined cycle
IRES Intermittent renewable energy sources
LT Long-term
MO Merit-order
OCGT Open cycle gas turbine
PC Pulverized coal
PV photovoltaic
RLDC Residual load duration curve
RMSE Root-mean-square error
SC Supercritical
ST Short-term
SubC Subcritical
TS Time slice
UC Unit commitment
VOM Variable operations and maintenance cost
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